RE’19 will offer an extensive program of interest to academia, government and industry. It will include several distinguished keynote speakers and three conference days full of papers, panels, posters and demos. A series of exciting tutorials to develop skills in and advance awareness of requirements engineering practices is of particular interest to industry. Two days of workshops as well as doctoral symposium offer forums for participants to present cutting-edge techniques and approaches in particular fields.

Call for Contribution
RE’19 invites original submissions of Research papers, RE@Next! papers, and Industry papers in all areas of RE including elicitation, specification, modeling, analysis, verification and evolution. Categories of research papers include Technical Solution papers that describe and validate better solutions to requirements-related problems, Scientific Evaluation papers that evaluate existing problem situations, real-world artifacts or proposed solutions by scientific means, and Perspective papers that explore successes and challenges of requirements practices and research agendas or present research roadmaps, possibly derived from a literature review. RE@Next! papers are short communications that describe the current status of ongoing research. Industry papers report on the application of RE techniques in real-world settings, present problems or challenges encountered in practice and report on innovative approaches to RE practice in industrial or government settings. In an effort to promote open data and science in the RE community, a new track entitled Artifact Evaluation, will assess the functional, reusable and available properties of the research artifacts produced in the submitted RE’19 research papers. Finally, RE’19 welcomes submissions also for workshops, tutorials, panels, interactive events, poster, tool demos and the doctoral symposium.

The Nature Wonders of Jeju Island
Jeju is an island of natural wonders and has a subtropical climate with four distinct seasons with small differences in the annual and daily temperatures. Jeju Island is an extinct volcano with its peak projected towards sky at the center, surrounded by a gentle shore region showing a very unique geographical condition. These volcanic island and lava tube cave were Selected as the New 7 Wonders of Nature on Nov. 11, 2011 and certified by UNESCO World Natural Heritage Sites for their natural beauty and geographical value in June 2007. Jeju Island is not only the most prestigious destination spot, but it has been the venue for several political joint summit talks and other major international meetings. Jeju was designated as one of the safest cities in the world by WHO (World Health Organization) in 2012, 2007. With so much to offer, Jeju Island gives a warm welcome to all RE 2019 participants.